ACTIVITY 3
Instructions: Study the text, then do the language task.

Study
Paints – by Ilo Orleans

Another trick
That I have seen:
YELLOW and BLUE
Turn into GREEN.
There's magic when
My colours mix.
It's fun to watch them
doing tricks.

Mix the colours as described in the poem.

When I put YELLOW
Paint on RED,
The colours change
To ORANGE instead.
And, mixing BLUE
And RED, I get
A pretty shade
of VIOLET.

Do
Say these tongue twisters as fast as you can.
Red bulb blue bulb. Red bulb blue bulb.
The black bug bit a big black bear. But where is the big black bear that the big black bug bit?
Purple Paper People, Purple Paper People, Purple Paper People
What do you think makes these phrases hard to say?
Write two more tongue twisters. See if your classmates can say them.

Listen to the tongue twisters your classmates wrote.
Which tongue twister was the hardest for you to say?
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ACTIVITY 4
Instructions: Study the text, then do the language task.

Study
It is very easy to name the colours in the poem, “Paints”, but some other colours are not so easy
to name! For example, the makers of Crayola crayons use many shades of brown. Look at some
of the names for their brown crayons:
Chocolate, Dirt, Beaver, Copper, Chestnut, Raw
Umber, and Burnt Umber
All of these names are things that have the brown
colour of the crayon. A beaver is a brown animal that
lives near water. The beaver is known for building
dams from the trees that it cuts down with its teeth.
Umber is a kind of clay. How do you think Raw
Umber and Burnt Umber might be different?
Some colour names are not things. How do you
think Razzle Dazzle Rose, Purple Pizazz, and
Screamin' Green were named?
A tree being cut down by beavers. Photo from the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service

Do
Mix the colours below, then create your own names for them. Will you create names that
are things or will you create names in some other way?
Colour 1
Mix Green & Blue

Colour 2
Mix Orange & Purple

Colour 3
Mix Red & Blue & Yellow

Name Your Colour

Name Your Colour

Name Your Colour

Talk to your classmates to find out what your classmates named their colours.
Colour 1

Colour 2

Colour 3

My Names
Some Interesting
Names from My
Classmates

Of all the new mixed colours and new names in your classroom, which colour and name do
you like best?
______________________________________________________________________________
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ACTIVITY 5
Instructions: Study the text, then do the language task.

Study
Vincent Van Gogh was an artist who lived in the
Netherlands from 1853-1890. He painted more
than 900 paintings. During his life, he only sold
one painting, but now his paintings are very
valuable and famous.
Van Gogh liked to use very thick paint and he
loved colour. Look at this detail from one of his
paintings. What colours do you see? Do you see
the rough texture of the canvas? How would you
describe the paint? Is it thick, thin, heavy, light,
dark, bright, soft, hard, flat, bumpy, firm? Van
Gogh made these strokes with his brush. Do you
think he pushed on the canvas firmly or softly?
Did he move the brush quickly or slowly? How
do you think he made these marks?

CC By 2.0, "Van Gogh,” by Catie Liu, http://www.flickr.com/photos/catieliu/8365573409/

Below, you can see three of Van Gogh’s paintings.
One picture is a self-portrait. That means it is a painting that Van Gogh painted of himself.
Look at his paintings carefully. The way an artist paints, the colours and shapes he chooses, are
part of his style. Van Gogh’s paintings are all of different subjects, but the style of all three is the
same.

Do

Let’s use words to describe the style of a painter.
Look carefully at these three paintings. Look at the way Van Gogh uses his paint and how he uses
colour and shape. These are part of his style.
To describe Van Gogh’s style, name at least three things that all the paintings have in
common. Use as many describing words as you can.

How many describing words did you use? Share your description with your class. Which
classmate used the most describing words to describe Van Gogh's style?
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